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USAID HUMAN RIGHTS IN ACTION PROGRAM UPDATES 

HUMAN RIGHTS MONITORING, ANALYTICAL ACTIVITY AND ADVOCACY 

Humanitarian aspects of the Crimean Strategy: dialogue of Ukraine’s government and NGOs 
(links are in Ukrainian) 

UHHRU/ USAID Human Rights in Action Program, Media Initiative for Human Rights and Mission 
of the President of Ukraine in Crimea hosted a thematic event to discuss the novel de-occupation 
and reintegration strategy, particularly its humanitarian aspects. The Strategy is a cornerstone 
document that determines key priorities and principles of the state policy in the context of de-
occupation and reintegration of the Kremlin-occupied peninsula; however, as is often the case with 
such documents, after the Strategy’s adoption comes the issue of its implementation. Opinions and 
key takeaways about this and other specific points of concern can be read from our publication. 

It should be stressed that Ukraine is the first post-Soviet country among those who faced Kremlin’s 
abrupt occupation which adopted a fundamental de-occupation and reintegration document. And 
our Program would like to point out three main aspects that we think make Strategy a massively 
important one: it distinguishes all pillars of transitional justice model which is underway in Ukraine; 
recognizes the necessity to establish a centralized human rights abuses monitoring and 
documentation system; lays the groundwork to involve all governance bodies into de-occupation 
processes, thereby making the whole effort more efficient.  

Speaking about human rights abuses monitoring and documentation system, including those 
violations in breach of IHL and committed amidst Kremlin’s armed aggression, we share a public 
consolidated position (English version is included) of human rights organizations aimed at 
governing bodies to foster the development of such a system in Ukraine – in many opinions, without 
it Strategy’s enforcement may be flawed.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3811289695585625
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3811289695585625
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3887729221275005
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3872585682789359
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3893858193995441
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3893858193995441
https://helsinki.org.ua/en/appeals/joint-statement-of-human-rights-organizations-regarding-the-establishment-of-a-state-system-for-monitoring-and-documenting-human-rights-international-humanitarian-law-and-other-violations-committed-du/
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Some noteworthy events co-organized by UHHRU/ USAID Program as part of the Parliamentary 

Human Rights Committee’s action plan (links are in Ukrainian) 

 “We will create a register of human rights violations and a register of damages caused to the 
state, individuals and legal entities as a result of Russia’s military aggression by creating a 
unified state system. […] We are working on it together with all those stakeholders which have 
been doing this for a long time, including non-governmental organizations as well as the 
government sector, and we will be ready to present the system soon," Oleksandr Smyrnov, 
adviser to the Vice Prime Minister of Ukraine – Minister for Reintegration of the Temporarily 
Occupied Territories, said during a roundtable dedicated to the issue of implementing the 
principles of transitional justice. Not much to add here, and as for the other issues that were 
discussed during the event, you can find it here. 

 Another event dealt with problems related to the observance of human and civil rights and 
freedoms in the temporarily occupied territory and near the contact line: for instance, rights of 
senior people and PWDs, right to medical treatment, how decentralization and other reforms are 
sometimes disconnected from transitional justice processes, Law of Ukraine “On social 
services”, needs of people living near frontlines, etc. For further details we recommend this 
video. 

 

In one sentence: Activities under USAID Program’s and its experts’ participation aimed at 
overcoming consequences of the armed conflict and occupation 

 UHHRU/ USAID Program in cooperation with Kharkiv Human Rights Group NGO kicked off a 
series of online discussions devoted to the right to truth as one of the transitional justice 
elements – here is its opening episode which carries remarks of experts from various fields and 
organizations to ensure a diversity of opinions (link is in Ukrainian).  

 Oleksandr Pavlichenko’s comment on illegal armed formations’ latest initiative to alienate 
“abandoned/no one’s” property in temporarily occupied Donbas in a suspected attempt to 
intimidate people who don’t want to link their lives to the so-called “Donetsk Peoples’ Republic” 
(link is in Ukrainian). 

 The latest episode of UHHRU’s media initiative Expertise touches upon protection of PWDs, 
including those who have conflict-caused disability, their rehabilitation difficulties and Program’s 
developments in that respect (link is in Ukrainian).  

 UHHRU/ USAID Program continues series of interviews on transitional justice to explain its 
principles – new episode, starring our legal education coordinator Olga Semenyuk, sheds the 
light on why it is important that domestic courts apply IHL and how to teach them to do so in 
case Themis workers lack appropriate skills (link is in Ukrainian).  

 Ukraine’s Foreign Ministry has launched Learn-Check-Act information campaign aimed at 
calling on the EU citizens/businesses to adhere to the sanctions regime related to Russia’s 
armed aggression against Ukraine (UHHRU is a partner of this campaign).  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3928180560563204
https://www.facebook.com/161635813884383/videos/472646040733322
https://www.facebook.com/161635813884383/videos/472646040733322
https://www.facebook.com/events/219514739620756/?ref=newsfeed
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3958504107530849
https://www.facebook.com/events/472382043981828/?active_tab=discussion
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3952948611419732
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3954551211259472
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 To mark the Remembrance Day for the Victims of the Deportation of the Crimean Tatars on 
May 18, Media Initiative for Human Rights NGO under Program’s support co-organized (link is 
in Ukrainian) an event to discuss the freedom of expression in the temporarily occupied Crimea.  

 

 

 

 

STRATEGIC LITIGATIONS 
 

Within this direction USAID Human Rights in Action Program supports strategic legal cases 
domestically and internationally to protect public interests1, as well as assures their broad media 
coverage among professional community and public. Total number of conflict-related UHHRU Strategic 
Litigation Centre’s (SLC) cases within the Program equals 165. 

 

Program-attributed strategic litigation lawyer scores victory in court, in a pension case again  

To cut the long story short, the Pension Fund of 
Ukraine refused to take into account our client’s 
employment record issued in occupied territories, and 
consequently man’s aged-based pension was 
questioned. Our lawyer’s key argument was that 
while documents issued there are not valid, still it is 
the court who decides whether to put trust in them or 
not since neglecting may entail disproportionate 
human rights violations – link in Ukrainian. Here we 
can refer to the ICJ’s “Namibia exception”, which are 

actively promoted by Ukrainian courts through case-law as indicated by European Court of Human 

                                                           
1 Strategic litigations are one of the most powerful tools of human rights protection; conducted in the interests of a citizen or a 
group of citizens to achieve systemic changes in the legal field for the benefit of society and used for the purpose of creating 
the case-law (precedents). 

https://helsinki.org.ua/en/appeals/remembrance-day-for-the-victims-of-the-deportation-of-the-crimean-tatars/
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/4015555728492353
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3990478854333374
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Rights (ECtHR) in plenty of its cases – the point is that the recognition of documents issued in 
occupied territories does not therefore automatically legitimize occupational authorities, but in 
specific circumstances and endorsed by additional evidences brings legal relief to innocent conflict-
affected people. 

 

Geographical nuances of getting a war-caused injury must not be the reason for discrimination 
when deciding on social benefits afterwards 

Our litigation lawyer hopes that her recent court judgement in favor of our client will set a precedent 
to carry weight in similar future cases – and the essence of this case (link is in Ukrainian) is that a 
person from the temporarily occupied territory was wrongfully denied his injuries, PWD status to be 
officially linked to war or other military actions (not just a usual peacetime disability). Ukraine’s 
specialized interdepartmental commission sometimes has uncertain motives in mind when deciding 
on whether to grant the PWD status to persons who got their life-changing injuries in occupied 
territories, so our goal, among other things, is to show that geographical nuances here must not be 
the reason for discrimination. 

 

Other related activities by UHHRU in brief:   

 Application to the ECtHR 

In 2015, an activist was abducted in Crimea by Russian law enforcement agents, and to this 
day there is no information as to his whereabouts. The occupying administration has failed to 
conduct a thorough investigation of his abduction and disappearance in six years. According to 
lawyers, there has been a violation here of Article 2 of the European Convention on Human 
Rights, that is, the right to life. 

 

 

 

FREE LEGAL AID  
 

UHHRU network of legal aid centers (LACs) keeps on delivering free legal aid (including outreach legal 
consultations in the remote areas), holding information and awareness raising events in the sphere of 
human rights as well as documenting war crimes and conflict-related human rights abuse. USAID 
supports activities of the UHHRU’s legal aid centers in Toretsk, Mariupol, Kramatorsk, Pokrovsk of 
Donetsk oblast, Stanytsa Luhanska, Sumy and Dnipro providing legal aid to conflict-affected population, 
as well as a Kyiv-based Specialized LAC targeting both Crimean and Donbas residents and IDPs and 
a Specialized Crimea-oriented LAC in Kherson. 

 

Events to raise people’s awareness on how to protect their rights (links are in Ukrainian) 

 Kyiv-based legal aid center reminds that as long as Moscow takes effective control over 
temporarily occupied territory of Donbas, and its proxies ignore the principle of humanity as well 
as IHL, every person who suffered tortures, degrading treatment, unlawful captivity, etc. must 
seek for justice to keep perpetrators accountable. LAC’s latest publication tells more on how to 
bring a case to the ECtHR, and why it is particularly important to apply to international-level 
justice institutions. 

https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/4030626900318569
http://helsinki.org.ua/index.php?r=1.3.2
https://www.facebook.com/UGSPL.Toretsk/?ref=br_rs
https://www.facebook.com/Приймальня-УГСПЛ-м-Маріуполі-175156829504672/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/ugspl.kramatorsk/?ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/ugsplPOKROVSK/?fref=ts
https://www.facebook.com/%D0%9F%D1%80%D0%B8%D0%B9%D0%BC%D0%B0%D0%BB%D1%8C%D0%BD%D1%8F-%D0%A3%D0%93%D0%A1%D0%9F%D0%9B-%D1%82%D0%B5%D1%80-%D0%B3%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%BC%D0%B0%D0%B4-%D0%A1%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%87%D0%BD%D0%BE-%D0%9B%D1%83%D0%B3%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%81%D1%8C%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%B3%D0%BE-%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B9%D0%BE%D0%BD%D1%83-115997769947749/?__tn__=%2CdK*F-R&eid=ARCQhsetadNjCUL7F1cYuZYHORZr3bbWhYMCG_un2jcmf7mSHsrqSCAYUxvPn9rD2sF9sHNoD0imrt2p
https://www.facebook.com/Приймальня-УГСПЛ-м-Суми-184659441906383/?hc_ref=NEWSFEED
https://www.facebook.com/pgsich/
https://www.facebook.com/pravdop.donbas.krym/?hc_ref=NEWSFEED&fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3911843185530275
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 Our lawyer checks facts on how Crimeans can get 
a Ukrainian passport as this is not easy at some 
points – this especially can be helpful for teenagers 
as they acquire their first-ever passport.  

 UHHRU/ USAID Program is glad to announce the 
immediate availability of its CrimeaIsUAbot in Viber 
(via smartphones only)! To refresh in mind, this 
online assistant was designed to help all who 
require a quick consultation on the most topical Crimea-related issues like issuance of 
passports, registration of birth/death facts, administrative border-crossing procedure, alienation 
of land plots in the occupied peninsula, getting inheritance, etc.  

 Dnipro LAC often receives questions from IDP university entrants, young people from the 
temporarily occupied territory and people living near the demarcation line regarding benefits and 
state guarantees for higher education. Check out this video to find out what new opportunities 
are out there and what guarantees the state provides. 

 USAID Program issued a memo of how volunteers’ families, volunteer combatants, families of 
duty members killed, went missing in action or died as a result of war-caused health collapse 
can stand up for their rights and require adequate social protection. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3951467168234543
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3968682539846339
https://www.facebook.com/pgsich/posts/2933767183546286
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/4037391936308732
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 LAC in Kramatorsk points out that despite registration of birth and non-combat death facts which 
occurred in the temporarily occupied territories of Ukraine has been eased recently, still the only 
option for people to get a standardized death/birth certificate is to undergo a court procedure 
(skipping now-abolished interim stage involving civil status registration body). 

While the out-of-court (administrative) one is still way from being established, our lawyers help 
people in need with their legal paperwork and to endure bureaucracy that comes with it. For 
starters, one needs to prove his/her family bonds with a dead person. But what if a third-party 
person (or a non-immediate relative) was trusted to take care of this instead? – Sumy LAC can 
explain all the nuances as their latest case emerged victorious in court.      

 

Latest infographics to illustrate performance of USAID-sponsored legal aid network of UHHRU  

USAID Program continues regular reporting on the LACs’ legal aid delivery in conflict-affected 
regions. Here is the data for March and April 2021 with thematic, regional and gender 
disaggregation. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/ugspl.kramatorsk/posts/1052541661945344
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3934513176596609
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3934513176596609
https://twitter.com/UGSPL/status/1382981925015523332/photo/1
https://twitter.com/UGSPL/status/1394955090839150593/photo/1
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HUMAN RIGHTS EDUCATION AND AWARENESS RAISING 
 

UHHRU keeps on organizing human rights training events as well as formulating a comprehensive 
national human rights education policy. This activity is implemented under Ukraine-wide Educational 
Program “We Understand Human Rights” (WUHR)2, which is being the only informal educational 
system that has the material basis for its activities – Educational Human Rights House-Chernihiv. 

 

International Law Talks initiative3 proceeds: fresh episodes speak to specifics of a fair trial 
during wartime and universal jurisdiction as a way to prosecute international criminals  

 War and justice: how to use OSINT (open source intelligence) effectively and what to do about 
decisions delivered by “courts” in occupied territory. Our guest speakers were Prof. Yvonne 
McDermott Rees, Swansea University (the UK); Dr. Gaiane Nuridzhanian, senior lecturer at 
Faculty of Law, NaUKMA; and Judge Arkadiy Bushchenko, Criminal Court of Cassation within 
Ukraine’s Supreme Court system.  

 In response to the Kremlin's military aggression, Ukraine has initiated criminal proceedings at 
the national level, as well as filed complaints with regional and international courts. However, 
since Ukrainian law enforcement has limited access to many of those involved in crimes, and 
given that international trials may take years, Ukraine, in its quest for justice, is also counting on 
other states and proceedings they could initiate in regards to Crimea and Donbas based of the 
universal jurisdiction principle. This time our guests were Almudena Bernabeu, Co-head, 
Guernica 37 International Justice Chambers, Wolfgang Kaleck, General Secretary, European 
Center for Constitutional and Human Rights, and Giunduz Mamedov, Deputy Prosecutor 
General of Ukraine.  

 

UHHRU/ USAID Program co-organized webinar to boost journalists’ professional skills (links are 
in Ukrainian)  

Our Crimea-oriented lawyer, jointly with the USAID-funded Media Program in Ukraine by Internews, 
delivered a webinar for journalists on what they should know about IHL. This event continues a 
series started in 2020 with the aim to raise understanding of Ukraine’s armed conflict and 
occupation terminology and specifics. Participants got acquainted with the basics of IHL, learned 
the differences between types of armed conflict and occupation and how to determine the status 
of their participants, as well as learned about specifics of collecting and reporting information on 
war crimes and crimes against humanity. One of the main ideas behind this event was that correct 
media coverage of events helps to form undistorted, term-correct understanding of what is going 
on in Kremlin’s warfare against Ukraine globally and domestically, counteract fake information and 
manipulations. Keep an eye out for new announcements and join our future webinars! 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
2 Launched in 2007, the Program envisages development of informal human rights education, contributing to cultivating a 
human rights culture, strengthening respect for the rule of law in Ukraine, promoting intercultural understanding and principles 
of peaceful conflict resolution. The Program currently counts more than 3,500 alumni from all regions of Ukraine. 
3 Hosted jointly with Media Initiative for Human Rights NGO. 

http://edu.helsinki.org.ua/
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3990115811036345
https://www.facebook.com/events/912761259579077/?ti=ls
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/4040619812652611
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/photos/a.180853561962608/3180772238637377/?type=3&theater
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MAIN EVENTS IN HUMAN RIGHTS AREA 
 

Draft law No 2689 endured final voting in Parliament, paved way to reverse climate of impunity 
for war criminals  

Being a novel piece of legislation for Ukraine, this now-law “On amending certain legislative acts 
of Ukraine concerning implementation of the norms of international criminal and humanitarian law” 
(link is in Ukrainian) is of high salience for Ukraine’s justice system, as plenty believe. The law is 
considered a tool for securing criminal and legal prosecution for international crimes committed 
during the armed conflict caused by the RF’s armed aggression (such as genocide, crime of 
aggression, crime against humanity, war crimes), ensuring compliance with international 
obligations to prevent legal and actual impunity for the commission of such crimes to bring war 
criminals to justice. 

 

Leveling up reintegration of children and youth from the temporarily occupied territory (links are 
in Ukrainian) 

 New procedure for admitting persons from the temporarily occupied territories to higher and 
vocational educational institutions has been approved by order of the Ministry of Education and 
Science of Ukraine No 271 of 1 March 2021; see this link for a brief summary. 

 Law of Ukraine No 1414-ІХ “On fundamentals of youth policy” took effect on May 22. It defines 
purpose, objectives, principles, directions and mechanisms of youth policy in Ukraine, sets out 
the rules for promoting reintegration of young people from the temporarily occupied territories 
and IDPs into the Ukrainian socio-cultural space. 

 

Amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine to prosecute suspects in absentia were 
given green light  

Corresponding draft law No 2164 “On amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine to 
improve certain provisions in connection with the conduct of a special pre-trial investigation” has 
been adopted by the Parliament and signed by the President – link in Ukrainian. The law ensures 
the inevitability of punishment for persons who have committed a criminal offense and, in order to 
avoid criminal liability, have left for other countries or occupied territory.4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4 To have a better grasp of underlying issues, the in absentia mechanism’s lasting way to perfection since its first introduction 
in 2014 and law’s connection to ongoing armed conflict in Ukraine, we unofficially suggest paying attention to this post (in 
Ukrainian) of Program’s former lawyer. 

https://www.facebook.com/ppu.gov.ua/posts/1670103316711413
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/3996320220415904
https://www.facebook.com/Ugspl/posts/4034505083264084
http://w1.c1.rada.gov.ua/pls/zweb2/webproc4_1?pf3511=66916
https://iportal.rada.gov.ua/en/news/News/207436.html
https://www.facebook.com/ulag.lawyer/posts/2610620142571149
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_____________________________________ 

This Digest is made possible by the generous support of the American people through the United States Agency 
for International Development (USAID) in the framework of the Human Rights in Action Program implemented by 
the Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union. The contents are the responsibility of the Ukrainian Helsinki Human 
Rights Union and do not necessarily reflect the views of USAID or the United States Government.  

USAID is the world’s premier international development agency and a catalytic actor driving development results. 
USAID’s work demonstrates American generosity, and promotes a path to recipient self-reliance and resilience, 
and advances U.S. national security and economic prosperity. USAID has partnered with Ukraine since 1992, 
providing more than $3 billion in assistance. USAID’s current strategic priorities include strengthening democracy 
and good governance, promoting economic development and energy security, improving health care systems, 
and mitigating the effects of the conflict in the east. For additional information about USAID in Ukraine, please call 
USAID’s Development Outreach and Communications Office at: +38 (044) 521-57-53. You may also visit our 
website: http://www.usaid.gov/ukraine or our Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/USAIDUkraine. 

USAID Human Rights in Action Program, contact information:  

The Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union 
3/34 Frolivska St., Kyiv, Ukraine  
Phone: 044 485 17 92, fax: 044 425 99 24 
Contact email: t.tsymbrivskyy@helsinki.org.ua 
Website: http://helsinki.org.ua/ 

http://www.usaid.gov/ukraine
https://www.facebook.com/USAIDUkraine
mailto:t.tsymbrivskyy@helsinki.org.ua
http://helsinki.org.ua/

